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Ritmicas 5 & 6
Amadeo Roldan (1900 – 1939)

Percussion Methods class and the UNLV Percussion Ensemble
Conducted by Marcus Hahn and Marcus Lewis

Saëta
Elliott Carter (b. 1908)
Charlie Gott, Timpani

Rhythm Song
Paul Smadbeck (b. 1955)
Bronson Purdy, Marimba
Jack Steiner, Cajon

Land
Takatsugu Muramatsu (b. 1978)
Chris Bernabe, Marimba

Under the Sea
Alan Menken (b. 1949), Arr. Rachel Julian

Margaritaville
Jimmy Buffett (b. 1946)

Rant and Rave
Christopher Herbert, Arr. Shelly Irvine

UNLV Steel Band:
Chris Bernabe, Patrick Burke, Nicole Ford, Christina Jolley, Mike Jones,
Ryan Lindquist, Melody Loveless, Bronson Purdy and Luke Thatcher

3rd Construction
John Cage (1912 – 1992)
Daniel Alameda, Deborah Carpi, Melody Loveless, Ryan Simm

UNLV Percussion Ensemble:
Directed by: Dr. Dean Gronemeier and Dr. Timothy Jones
Members: Daniel Alameda, Chris Bernade, Patrick Burke, Deborah Carpi,
Holly Samoya, Charlie Gott, Joey Hennigan, Christina Jolley, Mike Jones,
Melody Loveless, Ryan Linquist, Jeremy Meronuck, Corene Peltier, Austin Perry,
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Featuring

UNLV Steel Band
UNLV Percussion Ensemble

Wednesday, April 14, 2010.
4:00pm
Beam Music Center
Doc Rando Recital Hall